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Special offers: BFT CELL 130 P111273 PAIR OF PHOTOCELLS ORIGINAL EXTERNAL PHOTOCELL 24V: Electronics. The best prices of Italy's leading brands Features PAIR PHOTOS 24V OUTDOOR/WALL. Mod. CELL 130. CODE P111273. MADE IN ITALY. This is BFT CELL 130 P111273 PAIR
OF PHOTOCELLS ORIGINAL EXTERNAL PHOTOCELL 24V: Electronics for your loved one. Here you will find reasonable details of the product. More online shopping opportunities. Thanks to everyone who came to visit us to see our products. This site is a member of Amazon EU Affiliate Program, a
partner program that allows sites to perceive advertising fees by advertising and providing links to the site Amazon.it Youtube Videos : The image is not available forColour: a pair of original BFT CELLULA 130 wall security photovoltaic cells, for the automation of gates and doors, an old series of
production, characterized by a specific form of crescent. They are replaced by COMPACTA BFT and the new INDEM MFX180, which you can find at the bottom of this page in the related article section.   Note. If you need to replace the CELLULA130, which are mounted on old DC columns with the
appropriate crescent break, it is recommended to take dedicated ADA CC cod adapters. P903032, where desme, compact, thea models can be corrected. Universal adjustable photovoltaic cells 180 Let automation brought 15 meters. 22.00 Euro 17.50 BFT COMPACTA Adjustable Photovoltaics 29.00 -
Hell CC Photovoltaics P903032 12.10 Attention: The required amount exceeds availability in stock. You can still complete the order, but the shipment will take place within 10/15 business days, after which you will be contacted by one of our operators. 35 Products Price Increase Price Reduction DESME
A.15 BFT Photovoltaic Cells - BFT (61) DESME-PHP KIT - BFT R400006 (3) AKTA A30 BFT Photovoltaic Cells (4) How to choose Gate Read the ORO KIT 230V guide - BFT R935222 00002 BFT GOLD swing kit (3) photovoltaic cells are among the most common security devices to recognize the
presence of any obstacles within the detection range, without the need for contact. Therefore their role, in the dynamics of the automatic gate, is to alert the control unit to stop the leaves if the person or object takes the passage. How do photovoltaic cells work? A photovoltaic cell is a system consisting of
two parts installed in front of the other: a transmitter (TX) that emits infrared light; receiver (RX) capable of seeing infrared light. If the receiver sees the transmitter, the leaves move freely. But if he doesn't see it anymore, he realizes that there is something that blocks the beam of light and signals it to the
control unit. In these cases, usually the control unit orders an automatic gate Open again, so that the leaves do not collide with the object between the photovoltaic cells. What photovoltaic cells are compatible with CELLULA 130 for replacement? It is very important to understand that photovoltaic cells are
not a minor optional: changing a broken photovoltaic cell is a safety issue. If the transmitter and receiver cannot communicate between them and detect when the person or car is occupying the passage, the leaves can continue to move until it crashes into an obstacle. Always replace a pair of broken
photovoltaic cells with the appropriate model. Sometimes, however, it may happen that the model is no longer in production. This is a case of BFT CELLULA 130, one with crescent shape. These photovoltaic cells are no longer made and have been replaced by DESME. Replacing the CELLULA 130
installed on the wall is quick and does not require special installations. If they are installed on CC130 posts instead, the case may seem very different. At first glance, it actually seems impossible to install DESME on CC130: CC130 round shape while PHP posts for DESME are straight and squared.
However, you may not have to change them, not just to reduce costs. Sometimes there are special conditions that push you to reuse THE CC130, like conforming walls or streets, busy schedules or impossible to do excessive interventions. But don't worry: BFT has made adapters that make DESME



compatible with old posts for CELLULA130. This way you can restore the CC130 to DESME. How to replace CELLULA130 with DESME with CC 130 messages you'll need: DESME adapters to install on the cellULA 130 (product code P903021). You can purchase them CLICKING HERE. New self-
created photocells DESME A15 (product code P111526) that you can find CLICKING HERE. Screws and screwdriver. Drill with drill bit with diam. 10 mm. How to replace it Remove the head OF CELLULA 130. The head is a piece of black plastic on top of the post where broken old photovoltaic cells were
installed. To do this, unscrew two screws on the sides of the posts. So you can remove the black top cover. Drill aluminum poles with a drill bit of 10 mm and branched from the cables that went to the CELLULA 130. Cover the hole on top of the pillars with an oval black cap and seal the adapters. Mount
the adapter on the aluminum side, under the lid, so that the two photovoltaic cells are one in front of the other. Place the photovoltaic cells inside the adapter. Repeat for another post. Installing tips When you install adapters and boards, pay attention to which screws you use: the most appropriate ones
are those thin and with a flat head. A screw with an oval head would, in fact, create a thickness under the boards that could make A little more complicated, As an alternative, instead of drilling, mount the adapter and then mount the board, you can do this: drill only a hole for cables and branch them; Insert
the board inside the adapter Place the adapter (with a planon) on the POST CC130; drill holes and anchor the adapter and board together at the same time. Remember that in this case, you could also use oval head screws because you won't have a problem with thickness anymore. You can watch the
video here: Do you want to replace the CC130 post with PHP too? If you also decide to change messages, obviously you don't need adapters. You just have to buy DESME CLICKING HERE and post PHP to install DESME (product code P903018) that you can find CLICKING HERE. Remember: you
need a hard floor to anchor them, not just just the ground. In this way, they will be more stable that photovoltaic cells will be able to communicate better, and you will not have trouble with non-anxiety. Are there spare parts for CELLULA 130? All the photovoltaic cells no longer exist, but we still have a
plastic outer cover. But we only have a few parts, so you have a limited time to buy the top cover for CELLULA 130 (product code S100195 10005) CLICKING HERE and bottom cover (product code S100187 10005) CLICKING HERE. See you soon! Please remember that these are just suggestions and
if you have any doubts, you should contact specialist staff. Staff. fotocellule bft 130 schema. fotocellule bft 130 tx. fotocellule bft 130 manuale. fotocellule bft 130 prezzo. fotocellule bft 130 istruzioni. schema collegamento fotocellule bft 130. fotocellule bft cellula 130. fotocellule bft fl130
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